
IMPORTANT RISK CONSIDERATIONS

ECONOMIC ALIGNMENT BETWEEN MANAGERS 
AND INVESTORS

A variety of factors have strengthened the alignment of financial 

interests between private equity firms and investors. Typically, 

managers commit their own capital to funds alongside external 

investors and cannot take a profit until specific pre-determined 

performance hurdles have been met. In essence, the better a fund’s 

performance is the greater the return will be to both the investors 

and the fund managers.

THE CASE FOR PRIVATE EQUITY

LONG-TERM OUTPERFORMANCE

Private Equity has historically outperformed public markets and 

almost all major asset classes over the 10, 15 and 20-year periods. 

Private equity’s longer-term investment horizon creates an 

opportunity for managers to implement transformational growth 

plans and operational improvements that often would be difficult in 

a public market context, and can result in potentially better returns 

in exchange for the illiquidity risk. In 2014, the capital distributed to 

investors from private equity buyout funds surpassed $450 billion, 

an all-time high for the asset class.1

EXPANDED OPPORTUNITY SET

While traditional managers are limited to investing in the public 

markets, private equity managers can invest in a much broader 

universe of companies that may provide access to little-known 

or exclusive investment opportunities and potentially valuable 

diversification benefits that are not available elsewhere. For 

instance, in the United States alone there are nearly 135,000 

private companies with revenue between $25 million and $1 billion, 

compared to approximately 5,000 publicly listed companies of the 

same size.3

A COMPLEMENT TO TRADITIONAL INVESTMENTS

Private investments have distinct characteristics that can 

complement a portfolio heavily weighted toward public equities 

and fixed income. Some of these qualities – particularly a manager’s 

ability to access meaningful information about a potential investment 

and the degree of control and influence a manager can exert over 

an investment –can help private equity firms deliver returns that are 

notably different from public market indices.

While private equity funds provide the potential for attractive 
returns, they also have features and risks not typically present in 
public equity markets, including, but not limited to:

• Investment will be illiquid for a period of time, which means it 
cannot be sold, transferred or redeemed at will or for reasons 
of hardship

• The manager’s investment strategy may not be fully or 

successfully implemented as intended

• There may be significant execution and operating risks that 

could negatively impact the fund and its investors

• Part or all of the principal investment may be at risk or lost

• Past performance is not an indication of future results

Private Equity provides an opportunity to pursue higher returns and greater diversification than may be 

available through the public markets alone. New technologies are now making it possible for high-net-worth 

investors and their closest advisors to access certain alternative investments that have previously only been 

available to the largest and most sophisticated institutional investors. Below are four key reasons why private 

equity can make sense as part of a thoughtful, long-term investment strategy.
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These materials are for informational purposes only and are not intended as, and may not be relied on in any manner as legal, tax or investment advice, a recommendation, or as 

an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to purchase or a recommendation of any interest in any fund or security described herein. Any such offer or solicitation shall be made only 

pursuant to the final confidential offering documents which will contain information about each fund’s investment objectives and terms and conditions of an investment and may 

also describe certain risks and tax information related to an investment therein. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. All of the products described, including any products made available to clients of iCapital, are private placements that are sold 

only to qualified clients of iCapital through transactions that are exempt from registration under the Securities Act of 1933 pursuant to Rule 506(b) of Regulation D promulgated 

thereunder (“Private Placements”). An investment in any product issued pursuant to a Private Placement, such as the funds described, entails a high degree of risk and no assurance 

can be given that any alternative investment fund’s investment objectives will be achieved or that investors will receive a return of their capital. Further, such investments are not 

subject to the same levels of regulatory scrutiny as publicly listed investments, and as a result, investors may have access to significantly less information than they can access with 

respect to publicly listed investments. Prospective investors should also note that investments in the products described involve long lock-ups and do not provide investors with 

liquidity. 

The information contained herein is subject to change and is also incomplete. This industry information and its importance is an opinion only and should not be relied upon as the 

only important information available. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. No part of this material may be 

reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. 

Securities offered through iCapital Securities, LLC, a registered broker dealer, member of FINRA and SIPC and subsidiary of Institutional Capital Network, Inc. These registrations 

and memberships in no way imply that the SEC, FINRA or SIPC have endorsed the entities, products or services discussed herein. 

Additional information is available upon request.

DILIGENCE
• In-house team conducts rigorous, institutional-quality diligence

• Fully vetted and curated selection of unique investment opportunities

• Extensive due diligence materials available in secure data rooms

TRANSPARENCY
• Online database of all funds in-market

• Consistent framework to review and evaluate investments

• Quarterly updates on funds, performance, fundraising and benchmarking

ACCESS
• Exceptional deal flow via industry-wide relationships and elite 

consortium partners

• Privileged allocations to high-demand and oversubscribed funds

• Private access vehicles facilitate investments as low as $100,000

CHOICE
• Platform provides access to a diverse range of private equity strategies

• Buyout, growth equity, real estate, mezzanine, infrastructure, real assets 

and venture capital funds

• Interface enables users to conduct research, connect directly with GPs 

or invest in feeders

iCapital Network is an online alternative investment 

marketplace for wealth managers, RIAs, family offices 

and high-net-worth individuals. The state-of-the-art 

platform provides qualified individuals with powerful 

research tools, turnkey diligence support and access 

to a selection of high-demand private equity funds at 

low minimums. 

1. Source: Bain & Company, Global Private Equity Report 2015.

2. Source: Cambridge Associates, December 31, 2015. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Historical returns are included solely for the purpose of providing 

information regarding private equity industry returns and returns of other asset classes over certain time periods.  While investments in private equity funds provide potential for 

attractive returns, they also present significant risks not typically present in public equity markets, including, but not limited to, illiquidity, long term horizons, loss of capital and 

significant execution and operating risks. 

3. Source: Hoovers, March 6, 2015, excludes Forestry; Mining; Depository Institutions; Security and Commodity Brokers, Dealers, Exchanges, and Services; Holding and other 

Investment Offices; Museums, Art Galleries, and Botanical and Zoological Gardens; Private Households; Public Administration. There were 5,008 listed companies in the US at the 

end of 2013 according to the World Federation of Exchanges.
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